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the mcu uses rdp (readout protection) level 1 which disables debug access while the main
program is running, once a debug connection is made it halts the mcu. there are normally

ways around this, but it seems shark has re-assigned the debug ports in the main program.
this effectively prevents the easy methods of extracting firmware. i did find a amazon aws

portal that has a lot of production and development firmware, dev app apk, and some other
files. all of the main firmware files on there are obfuscated with a technique i cannot

decipher except one branch of firmware. to boot into linux, you will need to turn off your tv,
insert the micro sd card with firmware on it, connect it to a linux pc, and type the following
command: sudo bootimg -f -d /dev/sdb1 if the bootimg command fails, reboot your tv box

and try again. if it works, then you can install ubuntu or another linux flavor on the micro sd
card. in the future, when you upgrade the firmware, you will not need to remove the linux

image, since ive already installed it on the micro sd card. the other thing i did was to change
the boot sequence to bypass the rockchip processor altogether. this is important because the
rockchip processor is not capable of running linux. it only runs android. so, if your tv is a fire
tv stick, you may need to disable it from booting by holding the reset button on the remote

and holding down the power button on the tv. then insert the micro sd card with the
firmware on it and power it up. when it reaches the boot screen where it will flash the

firmware, release the power button and reset button on the remote.
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the firmware image is a key-coded blob of binary data, and so can only be decrypted with
the correct key. the full firmware is available at amazon, but you have to download the key

first. the key is meant to be shared between developers, so everyone can download the
firmware. the sha256 is used for verifying the firmware. it is kind of bad that the new key

only uses sha256 instead of sha256256, but whatever. the reason the new key was created
is that zidoo changed the wifi key from the base frequency of 2.4 ghz to 5.0 ghz. they did
this because they are using a 5.0 ghz sdr transceiver and it is not compatible with the 2.4

ghz devices such as cheap usb wifi dongles, or usb dongles for esp. when i startup the
device, there is nothing shown on screen and i'm not able to enter the usb mode (loader
mode). i'm trying to enter the usb mode several times and use the confirmation key but

nothing happens. all is set for this to run after your automatic update completes. you can
now run the tests as normal, i suggest you do a full size test with the checks and the large
"yes" test and a small "yes" test to check that you have the correct ram. then select the

"yes" test to run the full written test, and it should complete successfully. you can then move
on to the next tests. running the ram test (yes/no) should take about 20 mins, if it runs. it is a

full test and ensures that you have the correct amounts of memory, running it by itself will
show that the tablet has the correct amount of ram. to check the hard drive space, you can
run the "yes" test to ensure that the amount of space is more than sufficient for you device.

or run the "all tests" to see all of the sizes that are tested, this is really useful to find out
which are out of spec. in my case, the disk size was showing some rather funny sizes, but

they didn't actually seem to make sense, so i run the "all tests" to check that my tablet was
ok. 5ec8ef588b
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